Energy is one of the most valuable and scarce resources available to humanity, a significant portion of which is now being consumed to power up computers and their accessories. In particular, high-performance parallel and distributed computing systems, including data centers, massively parallel supercomputers, hybrid CPU/GPUs, embedded architectures, and clouds not only consume considerableamounts of power but also incur extensive air-conditioning costs. Consequently, the explosive growth in computing is leading torapidly increasing consumption of precious natural resources such as oil and coal, strengthening the looming danger of an energy shortage. The conversion of these resources to electricity results in carbon emissions that can negatively affect the environment, a threat that is continually escalating. Energy-aware "green" computing requires a comprehensive approach that involves myriad research challenges. The next generation green computing systems should selfmanage and self-tune for achieving a wider set of objectives including energy reduction. In this talk, we formulate a new problem of simultaneously optimizing performance (P), energy (E), and temperature (T) in scheduling parallel tasksto scalable heterogeneous multi-core systems. We propose multi-objective optimized scheduling algorithms and tools that can save energy while ensuring performance and curbing temperature. Our algorithms utilizeevolutionary computing based techniquesfor obtaining Pareto-optimal solutions with low computational overhead. In one of our projects, we are aiming to develop a multi-layer multicomponent scheduling (MMS) engine that will utilize DVFS, core disabling, and task migration techniques to reduce energy and thermal requirements. Computations will be hierarchically unfolded as the scheduling moves down from nodes to chips and from chips to CPU/GPU cores. We will provide an overview of static and dynamic optimization of scheduled tasks on multiple cores using energy and temperature budgets and consumptions of the system. Our work addresses the performance limitations imposed by the soaring power dissipation and temperature hotspot issues of future generation systems, providing alternative approaches for future designs.
